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Dust Free, located in Royse City, Texas, manufactures products that filter and purify the air for 
residential and commercial applications.   

As stated by the World Health Organization, “Coronaviruses (CoV) are a large family of viruses that 
cause illness ranging from the common cold to more severe diseases such as Middle East Respiratory 
Syndrome (MERS-CoV) and Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrom (SARS-CoV).”  “COVID-19 is an infectious 
disease caused by the most recently discovered coronavirus.  This new virus was unknown before the 
outbreak began in Wuhan, China, in December 2019” 

Now, maybe more than ever, it is important that we keep our immune systems as strong as 
possible.  Having a strong immune system is our bodies best defense against illnesses such as 
Coronavirus (COVID-19). 

There are ways we ensure our immune system is as strong as possible.  Eating healthy, exercising 
regularly, practicing proper hygiene, and getting adequate sleep are all things that help strengthen 
our immune system. 

But did you know that the air we breathe plays a large roll in our bodies ability to fight 
illnesses?  Breathing clean air is one way we help our bodies recover from the daily grind and helps 
keep our immune system as strong as possible. 

If our immune system is weakened, we have less chance of fighting off seasonal viruses among other 
things that can harm our health. 

Dust Free has been dedicated to helping people control the quality of the air they breathe indoors for 
more than 35 years.  Our full line of indoor air quality products is available to help you keep your 
immune system as strong as possible. 

Are Dust Free’s products effective against COVID-19? - Currently no Dust Free products have been 
tested specifically against COVID-19.  However, Dust Free’s Air Knight IPG Air Purifier technology has 
shown the ability to reduce Staphylococcus epidermidis in the air and on surfaces.  It has been proven 
that the presence of Staph can create more susceptibility to Coronavirus infection.  Therefore, reducing 
the risk of staph helps to keep your immune system stronger and able to fight infections such as 
coronavirus. 

Dust Free is evaluating a test protocol with an accredited third party, independent laboratory, to identify 
specific results for their products and the coronavirus.   

Disclaimer:  Dust Free Air Knight IPG technology has not been tested as of the date of the publication of 
this bulletin on coronavirus (COVID-19) and is not a medical device.  No medical claims are made 
regarding the Dust Free family of products.  All testing referred to above has been conducted by 
independent accredited labs. 


